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CHAPrER I 
INTROWCTION 
It has usually been the prime responsibility of the general 
managers of manufacturing plants to increase the rate of return . 
:Once an investment is made , it is largely irreversible . So the 
formulation of an equipment purchase or replacement policy plays 
a major role in achieving their goal . Since all durable goods are 
not like the ''wonderful one horse shay" -- which lasted exactly one 
hundred years to the day, and fell apart completely, all at once -­
the prob�em of when to replace them is a critical one . 
The management is interested in obtaining the best possible 
piece of equipment among the innumerable alternatives available 
in the market which satisfy their requirements . There is every 
likelihood that a wrong one may be selected, when all the aspects 
concerning the project are not consi�ered. The proper selection 
of equipment is, therefore , one of the most important decisions of 
management . One of the most helpful tools, in formulating the re­
placement analysis is the Economic Cost Model which in many cases 
is simply an equation, or a few equations, that represent the re:.. 
lative merits of the equipment& considered for replacement . If 
properly developed and used, it gives a picture of the many challeng­
ing alternatives. (16) Based upon the cost model, the management 
can make proper decisions . 
1 
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REASONS FOR EQUIPMENT REFIACEMENT 
There are many reasons why an equipment should be replaced 
in manufacturing industries. (5, p. 183) First, improved machines 
operating at lower costs may be available in the market for per-
forming the same job. Second, the type and service requirement of 
the existing facility may vary or change. Third, the asset itself 
·may be deteriorated due to wear, tear and lack of maintenance. 
Fourth, the public requirement may change and the equipment may 
not be able. to produce' a product to meet the needs. Last, causes 
such as fire, flood or ac�ident may result in rapid deterioration of 
the equipment. All these factors contribute to the replac�ment 
of machines. 
C ONS�UENCBS OF BAD EQUIFMmNT POLICY 
The effects of failure to recognize the importance of replace-
ment policy ha'\e been pointed out in history. :Probably the best 
·illustration is the case of Great Britain after·World War II. It was 
generally believed that Britain would modernize its industries soon 
after the war but it did not; and ended up in a technological stag­
; 
nation. The British Government sent several task forces into various' 
industries to look into the existing facilities, organizations and 
operating facilities in order to increase productivity. A typical 
conment from ''The Economist" (London) of March 10, is given below: 
(11, P• 8) 
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The public has in recent months waked up to the fact that 
the whole wealth-creating mechanism of British Community is badly 
in need of a drastic overhaul • .  Several of the basic industries-­
one is tempted to say most of them--are badly out-of�date in their 
productive equipment and methods • .  An hour of work in Great Britain 
produces less in material prOO.uct, .relatively to other countries, 
than it used to and less than it will have to ·if the British people 
are to .keep their place among those with high standards of �iving • 
. The following report was published by-the Report of the 
· Working·Party on Jewelry and Silverware : 
It is necessary if the trade is to enjoy robust health, that 
firms should be ready and keen to rebuild, renovate, and re-equip 
at each stage of progress as soon as it becomes commercially. practi­
cable to do so; in our opinion, that a change of policy is overdue, 
and devote itself whole-heartedly to the fulfillment of a rebuilding 
and re·equipnent plan such as would put the whole industry on a 
thoroughly modern basis. (11, p. 10) 
. METHODS OF DNI'ERMINING RELATIVE MERITS OF ALTERNATIVES 
·In determining the relative economy of the potential invest-
·ment,.a·measure of return for·each of the alternatives should be 
calculated . .For computing the relative rate of return on invest-
ments, . various. methods are in existence . Five major·methods are 
considered in the present study for determining the relative merits 
of alternatives • 
. Accounting Method 
The rate of return is calculated, .in this·method, by dividing 
·the income by the book value of the asset at the beginning of the 
year . 
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.Payback Method 
This is based on the speed with which the invested funds are 
returned to the business • .  It is in a sense the reciprocal of the 
Accounting Method . 
. Annual Cost Method 
This method provides a uniform annual cost of the asset dur­
ing the service life of the equipment, by bringing all relevent 
costs into the present worth and then spreading their total uniformly 
through its life period. 
Rate of Return Method 
This method is also called the Discounted Cash Flow Method. 
This method can be used with either·Present,Worth or Anmual Cost 
calculations. .This method yields the exact rate of return on in­
vestment. 
MA.PI System 
The MA.PI System based on the use of various charts is designed 
to cover all types of Capital Budgeting Decisions, including Replace­
ments of Equipment • .  It was developed by the Machinery and Allied 
Products Institute (MA.PI) , the pioneers who emphasized the need for 
systematic replacement st udies. 
·The purpose of this study is to review and compare these 
systems, giving emphasis to the MA.PI System. The following 
Chapter II, embodies the necessity of allowing for depreciation of 
5 
assets. All of Chapter ·III is devoted to the history, development, 
and practical application of the MAPI Sys·tem. Chapter IV explains 
in brief, the other·four methods of comparing alternatives. Chapter V 
evaluates the pros and cons of the MAPI·System, compared to other 
systems. 
'· 
. CHAPI'ER II :r 
DEPRECIATION AND OBSOLESCENCE 
Depreciation 
The word depreciation has different aspects • .  considered 
in a wide sense , it also ·includes obsolescence • .  Generally, 
depreciation measures the amount by which the Value of an asset 
declines through time. ,In some cases the decline in value can be 
prevented to a certain extent by continually re•investing in the 
asset to replace what is lost . Buildings and bridges can be kept 
usable for a long time in the same way . But most of the industries 
deteriorate in due course and portions of the asset may be consumed 
in process of use with the following .results: 
1 .  Physical yield may decline for the asset. 
2 • .  The asset may become more costly to .operate be­
cause of the frequent breakdowns involved . Or to 
prevent such breakdowns , co·sts may. be increased. 
Obsolescence 
The above mentioned considerations cover both depreciation 
and obsolescence . Obsolescence can be defined as the loss in 
value which is due to the competition of new inventions such as 
the·automobile, which displaced the horse and buggy and likewise the 
inter-urban railways. In the case of machin�s , changes in design 
or improvement of the product demand: a different machine . Due to 
these effects of obsolescence, the value of the present equipment 
6 
goes down considerably • 
. PURPOOE OF MEA.SURING DE�IATION 
Depreciation is used.for various purposes. J.·L • .  Meij (8) 
indicates four different aspects; 
L In order to compute tax-liability. 
2 .  To decide the value of the asset in the second 
hand market • · 
3· To decide the percentage of gross profit. 
4 .  To.fix the price of the product • 
. Tax Liability 
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More write-off in the initial period reduces the tax, and 
more return in the initial periods, increases the overall rate of 
return because the manufacturer gets to use his money longer bef0re 
turning it over as taxes. It also allows for more working capital 
for the management, soon'after the heavy investment is made. 
Valuation of Assets 
While considering the resale value of the asset, the differ­
·ence between the original and the present measures the depreciated 
amount. 
Calculatins the Net Profit 
During the use of the machine,: parts of the machine are con­
sumed by the products manufactured • .  It  must be replaced by another 
machine to continue the fUnction, as soon as it beoomes useless . 
So depreciation allowances are included while calculating the re ­
turn on investment . 
Price Policy 
8 
In the majority of cases prices are fixed by existing market 
conditions. In the case of articles with marginal profit the manu­
facturer is restricted in the amount for depreciation he can take, 
yet the amount should be shown on the books . 
All these above -mentioned factors should be considered, along 
with obsolescence when the amount for depreciation is allotted. 
... � 
CHAPrER III 
MA.PI SYSTEM - HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
I 
The Machinery and Allied ·Products Institute (MA.PI) was origina-
ted in 1933. Since then the organization has been interested in 
problems and policies concerning the capital goods industries such 
as de�eciation policy, the impact of taxa�ion, and the e�fect of 
technology on employment and living standards. The· institute pub-
lished about thirty papers in the series emphasi�ing the importance 
of these policies-in industries. 
The paper ''Saving and Investment in American Enterprise 
· System 11 presented before the Temporary ·National Economic ·Committee 
analyzed critically the theory of economic maturity. -This paper 
attracted the attention of commercial organizations and capital 
goods industrialists • .  Meanwhile the paper gained educational value 
and was introduced in colleges. They produced great demand for 
-pamphlets and the institute was not able to meet the unexpected de-
·mand. (11, p. v) 
Soon after World War II the insti�ute published a book named 
'�e Eogey of Economic Maturity, 11 with George Terborgh as research 
director. -The book was followed by a series of bulletins and pamph-
·lets, such as ''Investment· Earnings vs • ·Cost Savings in ·Ma:chinery 
Replacement 11 and 1'Capital Goods Industries and Tax Reform. 11 (11,. p. viii). 
Another publication analyzing the indus�rial·stagnation in Great Britain 
kindled the interest of many. industrialists towards.·MAPI concepts • 
. 9 
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The institute ·published the book ''rh.e l)ynanlic ·Equipment 
Policy" in 1949 which was concerned vith the re•equipnent po;licies 
in industries • .  The manual was �allowed-by a general guide to appl�­
. ·� �. :. 
ca tiona called 'The MAP! Replacement- Manual. 11 In 1954 the institute 
·-:published the book "Realistic Depreciation Policy" which analyzed 
·the :purpose and amount of depreciation allowances to be allowed. 
The short .. comings of the book ''Dynamic ·Equipment·Policy" 
unde-rwent vivid critic ism by various authors. The re11ul t was the 
refinement and development of the formula. -This in turn led to 
the :publication of the book 'The Business Investment Policy, 11 in 
1958 . 
. Having briefly described the history and develo]ment of MAP!, 
the rest of this chapter is concerned with the :practical application 
of the MA.PI System. The following discussion deals with some of the 
terms often encountered in the study of the MAP! System • 
. .MEANING OF THE TERM3 USED 
One More 'Year 
Unlike other methods, the MA.PI Sy-stem measures the urgency of 
the :project compared with going on without it �or one more year • .  It 
derives -the after-tax return on the net investment in the project, 
as compared to the alternative, for the coming year • 
. Ca. pi tal Cone um.ption 
As an asset age� its capital value decreases througn deteriora-
tion, obsolescence, increased maintenance cost, and decreased 
11 
performance. The capital consumption is the decline in the present 
value of the asset . The capital consumption value for the first 
year is the difference between the value of the asset at the beginn­
ing of the first year and at the end of the first year . The capital 
value at the beginning of the year is its initial cost . The capital 
value at the end of the year is the initial cost plus the interest 
minus the earnings obtained from the project. Therefore the oapital 
consumption can be obtained from the first year earnings after deduct­
ing the interest, taxes, and return on equity capital. This may 
also be stated as the cost of utilizing the machine for one year . 
The capital consumption allowance can be calculate� by using the 
MA.PI formula . 
The formula concerns itself with the next year costs of the 
existing fac ilities and the proposed one • .  It also has built into 
its basic formation a compensation for the effect of future technol­
ogical improvements�' Obsolescence and deterioration reduce.& the 
estimated annual savings of the proposed equipment every year, over 
the life of the equipment . 
In order to project a particular pattern of earnings for the 
purpose of determining the capital consumption of the asset, Terborgh 
has made the following assumptions : 
1 • .  The initial value of the asset as its cost . 
2. The rate of discount at which the services are 
capitalized into the ir initial value . 
3 .  Continuation of the assumed rate in the future . 
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The calcula:tien of' the capital consumption is deal-t with later. 
·obsolescerice arid ·Dete-rioration 
As we have already discussed:,.ft is hardly possible to pre� 
diet the effect of' obsolescence in the case of' new assets • .  It is 
random in nature. Usually, the effect of obsolescence is more during 
the earlier part of' its service life • .  In contrast,· since deteriorat� 
ion is a i'unction of the workability of the asset, it-is-lees in 
initial cases and increases in due course • .  It is considerable in 
the ·latter 18rt of' the asset's life since the maintenance charges 
and spoiled"WOl'k increase during this .period. This countel'-balancee 
the effect of obsolescence. 
Due to this reason, it is assumed by Terborgh (13,·p • .  69) that 
the combined effect of obsolescence and deterioration is constant 
during the service life of the asset. 
Functional Downgrading 
When a machine is new it is used '-to· ,�rform "Jiretds±onal work • 
. As. the machine gets older, accuracy is lost. .It is finally allotted 
' 
to,work which require low -grade services. In many cases it is -possible 
to ,reduce the effect of obsolescence· ·by ·util'izing .. ·the services of the 
machine in .low grade work, . It extends the s-ervice ·pe-riod of the 
eq��t� In the absence of this downgrading, if we assume that the 
reduction in annual savings, (run off) would proceed at a constant 
rate, then the presence of-which will produce a concavity-in the pro-
jection patterns of earning. 
. \ 
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ProJection Patterns 
In order to deter.mine the pattern of Bbsol�te earnings of 
depreciable assets 1-n the·'future, Terborgh s-uggests three kinds of 
·patterns. These patterns ·show the"declinins trend of earnings over 
the estimated life of the equi�t • .  The earnings are measured as 
"'the· }'lroportion of· the total lire time rw of'f of the a11et. Thiy 
are shown in t�e Figure l, assuming the aalvase of the equipm8nt 
' 
as zero. 
, Standa.r&1,. Thia t;ype ccnaumea exactly half of ita lite time 
run off capital, durtns one half of ita lift • .  %t hal a aonatant 
rate of run off accumulation of obaoltacenat and deterioration, aa 
shown in the fisur• • 
' variant A. Thil pattern CQni'UZDII Ont•third ct itl ·lift time 
run off, durins tht tirat halt ot ita lite, 
.yariapt B • .  It con1ume1 two•th1r41 of ita lift ti=e � ott, 
durins the firat half of ita lift .• 
. In practice when the obaoleactnat and deterioration art the 
maJor factor• of conaideration, ''Btan4ar4" t"" 11 'l.llt4. . It the 
effect of obeoleacenae ia predicted to ·be alcw in earJ.y·litt but 
will apeed up as ttm. soea on, 'Variant A" ia a4cpte4, If the 
effect ot which ie predicted to bt rapid in early rearl with a 11.1b• 
aequent a lew up in later period 'Variant :S" il takln, ·Alae when• 
Percent of STANDARD 
Initial lO
kO�--------------�----------------� 
Amount 
Projected 
Earnings 
Per cent 
Initial 
Amount 
50 
50 
Projected 
Earnings 
Per Cent of Service Li fe Expired 
VARIANT A 
100 
Per Cent of Service Life Expired 
Per cent 100 ________ ___;����--------t of Initiai 
Amount 
50 
Projected 
Earnings 
0 50 100 
Per Cent of Service Life Expired 
FIGURE 1 
MAPI Formula Earnings Pronections Assuming 
Zero Terminal Salvage 
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. '"'' B "  ever the effect of functional downgrading is foreseen, variant 
is adoJ>ted. .If the })Ettte·rn for a ptrtic·ular equipnent can be pre­
dicted in advance, anyone of the suitable patterns can be proposed. 
CalcUlatirig Capital Consumption 
The three projection patterns-presented are mathematical 
curves which make it feasible to ·calculate capital consumption, if 
. the following stipulations are furnished. (13, . p • .  71) 
1. The projection pattern 
2. The estimated. service life 
3. The estimated terminal salvage, as a percentage of the 
cost of the asset 
4 .  The assumed income-tax rate 
5.  Depreciation method used for income tax purposes 
6. The debt ratio ( ratio of the debt to total investment) 
1· The interest rate on borrowed capital 
8. The after-tax return on equity capital 
Terborgh has derived formulas for calculating the capital con­
e�ption as a rati� to the first cost of the asset. (13, pp. 221-
232) He has calculated a series of values assuming different years 
of service life and terminal salvage ratio. He has presented them in 
chart form for each of the three projection patterns of earning. The 
charts are built for a .debt ratio of 25 per cent, interest rate of 
3 per cent on borrowed capital and after-tax return of 10 per cent 
16 
on equity capital. There are two sets of curves in each chart, 
one for straight line tax depreciation method and another for sum-
.. of-digits or double-rate declining�ba1ance method. These charts 
give the 11capi tal consumption allowance 11 of the equipnent for the 
next year. The reason why it is indicated as capital consumption 
allowance instead of capital consumption is explained under the 
heading ''!'he MA.PI Charts • 11 
Since these charts have assumed in their calculations the 
Items 6 to 8 in the above mentioned list, only the first five items 
are necessary for calculating the capital consumption allowance • 
. An example is illustrated for finding the same for an asset��given 
the following stipulations: 
The projection pattern 
The estimated service life 
The estimated terminal salvage 
Income-tax rate 
Depreciation method 
Variant A 
Ten years 
20 per cent 
50  per cent 
sum-of�digits method 
The Figure 2 is drawn for the assumptions given there itself, for an 
income-tax rate of 50 per cent • .  Therefore, from the Figure 2, the 
capital consumption allowance as a percentage ratio to the first 
cost of the asset is 3 .1. 
· ASSUMPTIONS <MADE IN BUILDING THE MAPI CHARTS 
I t  is important to keep in mind that these charts have assumed 
Per 
Cent 
10 
Projection Pattern: Variant A 
Sum of Digits Tax Depreciation 
method 
Salvage Ratio: 20 Per Cent 
17 
10 
5 5 
0 0 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Period of Life 
FIGURE 2 
MAPI CHART 
0 
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in their basic formation, a debt ratio of 25 per cent, a debt in­
terest rate of 3 per cent and after-tax equity return of·lO per 
cent. (13, .p. 78) This combination yields a capitalization rate of 
8.25 per cent (.75 x 10 + .25 x 3). 
-Since most of the companies fall under the catagory of 50 
per cent income tax, the charts are built for 50 per cent income 
tax rate. For any other income tax percentage adjustments can easily 
be made by following the directions given in the charts. (13, pp • .  l21-
125) 
The same curve is used for both sum-of-digi�s and declining­
balance methods, in calculating the percentage ratio of capital con­
sumption allowance • .  Terborgh has proved in Appendix H (13, pp. 242-
243) that the error produced in making this assumption is negligible • 
. The following discussion deals·with the simplified application 
of the �PI Form ( Ta.ble 1_. Page 35. ) as presented in the book, 
Business·. Investment Policy. The items which are self-explanatory 
are excluded from discussion. A problem.is also illustrated at the 
end of this chapter using the MAP! Method . 
I. ·REQUIRED INVESTMENT 
·Installed Cost (Item 1) 
In addition to the cost of the equipment, installation and 
transportation costs should be added. If the existing facilities 
were also affected by the installation of the new item, then the 
expenditure involved should also be included here. 
Disposal Value of Assets to be Retired by Project (Item 2) 
A reasonable value of the salvage for the retired assets 
should be entered here. 
Capital Additions Required in Absence of 'the· 'Pro,ject (Item 3) 
19 
Line 2 covers the investment released by the project, where­
as Line·3 concerns investment avoided by it. The ,new building 
might have prevented the rebuilding of the existing equipment. 
These items should be added here. '�f you have an entry on this 
line, be sure the'operational analysis of Section II reflects the 
benefit of the assumed capital additions to operation in the absence 
of the project. " (13, p .  107) 
The capital additions may replace certain facilities. In that 
case the cost of down-time, etc , , should also be considered and added 
to the cost of addition themselves. 
ESTIMATING THE ANNUAL OPERATING ADVANTAGE 
In calculating the annual operating advantage of an equipment, 
all relevent factors should be ta�n into account, giving careful 
consideration to all irreduc ible and intangible items, ·C onverting 
everything into dollar figures enables one to figure out and com­
pare the relative merits of alternatives .  For doing this a system­
atic approach is essential, .As a convenient way to serve this pur-
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pose, though the form may vary according to the project for which 
it is being used, Terborgh has suggested a Summary of Analysis Form 
which, hereafter, will be called the MAP! Form. 
II. NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJ.Er!T 
A .  OPERATING.ADVANTAGE 
Assumed Operating Rate of Pro,ject ( Item 6) 
Careful consideration should be given to this item. It is 
the estimated operating rate of the pr-oject to be installed.  It 
should not be confused with the operating rate of the plant. In 
doing so, all works that can be advantageously done by the new mach­
ine must be taken into consideration so as to yield maximum bene­
ficial use to the project. 
When the operating rate of the project is very close to 
that of the plant, it can be taken as the plant's rate itself. For 
example, suppose the plant rate of the project is two thousand hours 
per year. If the estimated future relation of the project hours to 
plant hours is 75 per cent, the plant rate is then fifteen hundred 
hours. When the operation rate of the plant and the project rate 
vary considerably, the lower one is taken for calculation purposes. 
The following analysis, ''Effect of Project on Revenue " is in­
tended to figure out the effect of project on revenue as distinguished 
from its costs. Items 7 and 8 deal with the estimated decrease or 
increase in sales. In this case , the expansion of sales by the pro-
ject should also.be taken into account. 
Change in Product Quality (Item 7) 
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The effect on sales due to the change in product quality re-
sulting from the project ,  should be noted here. In most cases the 
project will result in increased sales. Occasionally, due to 
economic production runs, it may also decrease. 
Increased Output (Item 8) 
The resultant benefit to sales, due to the effect of the 
new project, should be entered. Obviously it is the net change 
in sales .from all such shifts in the volume and composition of out-
put. 
. 
If this project increa�es the sales of some other projects, it .. 
should also be noted. 
Th� following section, ''Effect of Project on ·Operating Costs, " 
deals with the calculation of the total effect of the project on 
operating costs:. 
If the project is a . part of the existing business, 
it is necessary to include its indirect effects, in addition to the 
direct effects. 
For example, the project may divert or free a.part of the time 
of the existing facilities. Then the estimated savings must be 
taken into account. In addition to this, savings concerning the 
direct and indirect labor costs should be estimated, by studying 
the representative sample of operations, and the expected pattern 
of mix of work in the future. Effect of each of the items should 
be calculated and totalled even though they may ·b·e rough estimates 
. 
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sometimes• 
Direct Labor (Item 10) 
All payroll costs such as overtime shift premiums and bonuses 
should be included. Since the estimate covers an entire year, the 
cost of paid holidays and vacations should also be added to it. 
Indirect Labor (Item 11) 
This line calls for every labor expense except the direct 
labor involved • .  If the particular project affects the labor cost 
of general administration, sales or purchase, the amount should be 
entered here. Item by item estimates of the actual gain or ·loss in­
curred must be calculated • .  The application of accounting burden 
rates to the changes of direct costs should not be used. 
Fringe Benefits (Item 12) 
The effect of the project' on all employment costs which are 
not covered in the Lines 10 and 11, such as social security pensions, 
insurance, profit sharing, etc. , should be considered here. 
Maintenance (Item 13) 
This item represents the ordinary maintenance only. Costs 
such as rebuilds and reworks should not be included here • .  It may 
occur irregularly in the life time of the e�uipment and therefore 
difficult to predict. Generally the new machines re�uire a routine 
preventive maintenance charge only • .  The old machines will be 
worn and the maintenance cost will be considerable. 
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Tooling (Item 14) 
The total expenditures for tools, jigs and fixtures are uneven. 
An average amount of requirement should be estimated from past exper­
ience. Tools that last longer can be taken as future capital addi­
tions. 
Supplies (Item 15) 
If there is any difference in the consumption of supplies, 
such as oil, saw blades, etc., the total value should be entered 
here. 
·Scrap and Rework (Item 16) 
All the spoiled work should be considered here� If rework can 
be done, the cost of which should be estimated. If it is to be con­
demned, "take the cost of replacement, less scrap value. " ( 13, p. 99 ) 
Downtime (Item 17) 
This relates only the cost of interrupted production. In some 
cases, the effect of an outrage can be minimized to a certain ex­
tent by moving the substitute material to the spot immediately. 
When a substitute is not possible, it may be very costly. The 
best method is, to estimate this expenditure, to count them in 
terms of annual cost of risk or hazard. 
Power (Item 18) 
The difference between the next year power requirements of the 
project with the new equipments and without them should be con-
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sidered; it shouldbe converted in terms of dollars. 
Floor Space (Item 19 ) 
' 
This is quite a common item, whenever projects are installed. 
This item should be taken into consideration only when the released 
space is used for some other purpose. 
Property Taxes and Insurance (Item 20 ) 
The increase or decrease in property taxes due to the new pro· 
ject should be entered here. Adjustments should not be made for 
income tax purposes here. The MAPI Form does it later. 
·Subcontracting (Item 21 ) 
I 
' .  
. 
The increase or decrease in income due to subcontracting should 
be entered here. Incidental costs for subcontract,ing such' as super-
vision, inspection, transportation and return expenses should also be 
included. 
Inventory Costs {Item 22) 
The decrease or increase in the inventory limits due·to the 
new project should be credited or debited accordingly. Operating 
costs such as. storage, handling, recording, etc. , should also be 
entered. If any of the items were already taken into account, double 
·. 
·' 
counting should be avoided. 
Safety {Item 23 ) 
A reas9nable estimate of·the benefit due to the increased 
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safety of the new project should be estimated. 
Flexibility ( Item 24) 
This is another item often disregarded. An approximate esti­
mate of increased or decreased flexibility should be made and con­
verted into dollar value. 
Other ( Item 25) 
This is a catch-all for items not listed. '�ake a good look 
around before you pass it up." ( 131 p .  100) 
B. NON-OPERATING ADVANTAGE 
Decline of Disposal Value During the Year ( Item 30 A) 
A reasonable amount by which the disposal value of the exist­
ing equipment will decline during the next year should be estimated. 
No attempt should be made to adjust for tax effects in this line. 
It is done later by the MAPI Form. 
Next Year Allocation of Capital Additions ( Item 30 B) 
The capital additions of Item 3 should be divided by the 
estimated service life of the asset replaced. For example, if the 
life is estimated to be three years1 one-third of the amount of 
the Item 3 should be entered here. 
III . COMPUTATION OF MAPI URGENCY RATING· 
Total Next Year Advantage After Income Tax (Item 32)  
This item is self-explanatory . For example, if the Item 31 
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shows six thousand dollars and if the applicable tax rate is 50 per 
cent, then the entry in this line is ( 6000 -·0 . 5  x 6ooo) $3, 000. 
MA.PI Chart Allowance for Project ( Item 33 ) 
This item is also self-explanatory . It is the figure in 
I 
the colUlllil ''F" of the table following the MA.PI Form. ·  
Amount Available for Return on Investment ( Item 34) 
This is the difference between the Items 32 and 33 · It is 
the amount available as return on investment . 
MA.PI Urgency Rating ( Item 35 )  
It measures the urgency of the project as compared with going 
on with out the new project for one more year • .  The urgency rating 
derives the next year after-tax return on the net investment . In 
considering the net investment required for the project, it deducts 
the salvage value of the old asset as well as the next year capital 
consumptions avoided by the new project, from the total investment 
required to install the project . It can also be called the next-
year relative return on net investment. The next year relative 
return can be calculated from the following stipulations . 
A - Net investment 
B - Next year Operating Advantage 
C - Next year Capital Consumption Avoided 
D - Next year Capital Consumption Incurred 
E - Next year Income Tax Adjustment 
Next year Relative Return : B+ C - D - E 
A 
This can be best illustrated with the exam:ple followed. 
Example of Next Year Relative Return 
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A :project costing eleven thousand dollars �kes it :possible 
r'or the dis:posal of the old equipment of worth three thousand dollars. 
The estimated next year o:perating advantage is five thousand dollars, 
and the ex:pected decline in dis:posal value of the asset (old) is one 
thousand dollars. The salvage of the :project after one year is 
estimated as nine thousand five hundred dollars. Assume debt ratio 
is 25 :per cent, interest rate on borrowed ca:pital is 3 :per cent, 
life of the :project ten years, salvage value of the new equipment 
10 :per cent, income tax rate 50 :per cent, and sum of digits tax 
depreciation method for this :problem. 
B - $5 ,000 
A - $8, 000 
c - $1, 000 
D - $5, 000 
E - Next year income tax adjustment 
An o:perating advantage of five thousand dollars will increase 
�he income tax by� x 5, 000 ) = $2, 500. The dis:posal of the exist-
100 
ing asset will reduce the ca:pital consumption deduction by one thou-
sand dollars and the inter�st deduction by ( .03 x 3, 000 x�. $22 . 50 .  
100 
This combination increases the tax by 0 . 5  x (1, 000 + 22 . 5) : $511 . 
The pro:posed project will bring new deprecation deductions of 
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(11,000 x 10 } • $2,000 ( first year sum of digits depreciation) and 
55 
new interest deductions of (0,03 x 11,000 xjgi} • $82.5, with a com-
100 
bined tax savings of 0.5 x (2,000 + 82.5) = ·$1,041. This can be 
summarized as follows: 
From the operating advantage 
From disposal 
From aq�isition of new project 
Total 
Net Increase 
Therefore the after-tax 
relative rate of return 
Interpretation of Results 
Tax Increase 
$2,500 
511 
$3,011 
1,970 
Tax Decrease 
$1,041 
$1,041 
5,000± 1.000 -1.500 -1.970 
8,ooo 
= 
= 31,625 Per Cent 
By the additional capital of eight thousand dollars it obtains 
an operational advantage of five thousand dollars. It avoids capital 
consumption of the old equipment by one thousand five hundred dollars 
and results with an increase of one thousand nine hundred and seventy 
dollars. Substituting this value in the formula, it yields the next 
year relative return as 31.625 per cent. 
So if all the five items of information were given, the next 
year relative return can be calculated. The next year capital con-
sumption is difficult to find. This amount can be calculated from 
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the MAPI Formula, as indicated already. 
How "the Calculations are Accommodated in the MA.PI Form 
It should be clearly understood that the MAPI Form does not 
exactly follow the equation but it arrives at the same answer by 
simplified computations. A, B, and C can be obtained from the MAPI 
Form; Lines 5, 29 and 30, respectively. D and E are not shown in 
.the form. The following discussion is concerned about the MAPI 
Charts. 
MAPI Charts 
As previously discussed under the heading 'Next Year Income 
Ta� Adjustment, " the net change in income occurs due to the following 
two reasons: 
1. Next year operating advantage and avoidance of next year 
capital consumption. 
2. Tax savings from the next year deductions added by the 
project. 
The first deduction takes place in the Line 32 of the form. 
The second deduction takes place in the Line 33. So it is clear 
from the above discussion the MAPI Charts are designed to yield the 
excess of the next year capital consumption over the.income tax sav­
ings from the next year deductions added by the asset, for depreciat­
ion and interest. Thus Terborgh has simplified enormous amount of 
calculations with the help of the MAPI Charts. 
' 
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AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE PROBLEM 
A . proposal is made by the equ1:pment analyst to purchase four 
Jack & Jack Screw Machines similar to the present equipment except 
that they have an automatic attachment. It is believe·· that the pro­
posed system should be able to meet the future requirements fUlly. 
The maufacturer·has quoted a price of fifty-five thousand two hun­
dred and twenty-three dollars for the cap, slides, rear drill and . .  
burr attachments. Shipping and installation charges are eetimated 
at eight hundred and forty•three d.ollars and four hundred dollars 
respectively. The present after•tax dispolal or the old equipnent 
is five thousand dollars. 
Before selecting the project, the analylt investigated the 
:possibility Of rebuilding the present equipment. The COlt Of new 
automatics was obtained as twenty•three thou1an� 1ix hun�red �ollars 
from some reliable sources. Beoaute of itl 1peoiali11d oharaoter,the 
old equipment will have zero 1alvase at' the en� ot itl lifeJ the 
benefit of faster RPM is not obtained in thil oa1e •. . 
Stipulations 
Brojeot Operating Rate or lixteen houri 
per day :for two hundred and to:rty �ay1 
of four machines 
Projection Pattern 
Service Life 
Terminal Salvage Rate 
�5,360 houri 
Standard 
l5 year• 
50 per cent 
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Tax Depreciation Method Straight-line 
Tax �ate 50 :per cent 
Installed Cost of the Pro,ject 
Price of the machine 
Freight cost 
Installation cost 
$55, 923 
843 
400 
$57, 166 
Direct labor 
The decrease in labor �oat is obtained two ways: 
1. Due to increased efficiency of the machines alone 
2. Overall efficiency of the department 
In the past, e.ach operator was looking after an average of 
four lathes. Now it has been estimated that an operator can look 
after five new machines. This amounts to a labor savings of 25 per 
cent. 
1. Based on the information of the representative, the pro-
ductivity of the new machine i� increased to 150 per 
cent. '+'he products now being run on six machines can 
be run on four machines • .  This saves one-half operator 
per shift per day, or two one-half operator per day of 
two shifts. The savings can be calculated as follows: 
Base rate $2 • 4o per hour 
Savings for a year • 240 X 16 X 1/2 
• 1920 hours 
Amount saved per year • 1920 x 2.40 
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= $4, 6o8.oo 
2.' I n  addition, for the past six months an average of four 
and one-half persons were working in the department. 
An increase in labor productivity of 25 per cent, will 
relieve one full person, at two dollars and forty cents 
per hour, resulting in the following labor savings: 
Indirect Labor 
Total number of hours 
saved 
Amount saved 
Total direct labor 
savings 
= 1920 
• 1920 X 2.40 
= $4, 6o8.oo 
= $4, 6o8 + 4, 6o8 
- $9, 216.00 
For the first six months of the year, an average of five set­
up men were working in the de:pe.rtment. Based on three set-ups per 
shift per man, there were fifteen set-ups on twenty-one machines • 
. This amounts to 15/21 or seven-tenths set•ups per machine day. 
The new machines are expected to work at 150 per cent rate 
of the old machine. Therefore, set-ups required per day machine 
: 1.5 X •7 • 1.05. 
It is also estimated that new machines will reduce the 
set-up time by 25 per cent. On the basis of a set-up time of 2.67 
hours for old machine, the set-up time for the new machine is two hours. 
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Set-up hours per day for six old machines• 6x.7x2.67• 11.2 hrs. 
Set-up hours per day for four new machines = 4xlx2: 8 •. 0 hrs. 
Savings in set-up hours per day = 11.2-8.0· 3.2 hrs. 
Amount saved for a year at $2.40 per hour 
labor - 2.65x3.2x240 = 
$2,035 
Maintenance 
The maintenance cost for the first six months of the year was: 
Labor 
Material 
Total 
$4,325 
4,481 
$8,806 
Annual maintenance cost • 2 x 8806 • $17,612 
Seventy-five per cent of the total maintenance cost was 
spent for this department of twenty-one machines, 
Maintenance cost per machine : .75 x 17,612 
21 
- $630 
The new machines require only a preventive maintenance sum 
of fifty dollars per machine for the first year. Based on the 
calculations, savings can be figured as follows: 
For old machines 
For new machines 
Annual eavings 
: 4 X 50 - 200 
f3.580 
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Sc-rap arid Rework 
During the-first six mcnths of this year, the scrap and re­
work averaged three hundred dollars for each machine. An estimated 
savings of 50 per cent will yield an amount as follows: 
Cost of rework in old machines • 300 x 6 .. $1, 8oo 
Cost of rework in new machine • 150 x 4 � $ 6oo 
Net savings in rework • 18o0-6oO: $1, 200 
Fringe Benefits 
Twenty-three per cent of labor is spent on fringe benefits. 
Direct Labor 
Indirect Labor 
Maintenance Labor 
Rework Labor 
Savings • .23 x 14, 241 • 
Results of Ana1ysis 
Installed Cost ( Line 1) 
Net Investment Required, 
(Line 5) 
Next-Year Operating 
Advantage 
MAPI Urgency Rating 
$9, 216 
2, 035 
1, 790 
1,200 
$14, 241 
2, 266 
$57, 166 
28, 566 
18, 297 
37 Per Cent 
TABLE I 
(SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS )  
I .  REQUIRED INVESTMENT 
1. Ina�lled Coat of Project 
2. Disposal Value of Assets to be Retired by ' Pro�ect 
3 .  Capital Additions Required in Absence of Proj�ct 
4 .  Investment Released or Avoided by Project (2+3) 
5 • .  Net Investment Required ( 1-4) 
· 
II . NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJEX::T 
A .  OPERATING AJ)VANTAGE 
(USE FIRST YEAR OF PROJECT OPERATION) · 
6 ,  Assumed Operating Rate of Project ( Hrs . per Yr. ) 
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$57, 166 
$ 5, 000 
$23, 6oo 
$28, 600 
$28, 566 
Hrs .15, 360 
Effect of Project on Revenue Increase Pec·reaee 
7 . From Change in Quality of Products 
8 . From Change in Volume of OUtput 
9 .  Total 
Effect of Project on Operating Colts 
10 . Direct Labor 
lL • .  Indirect Labor 
12 .  Fringe Benefits 
13 .  Maintenance 
14 . Tooling 
15 . Supplies 
16 . Scrap and Rework 
17 . Down Time 
18 . Power 
19 . Floor SlJEI.Ce 
20 . Property Taxes and Insurance 
$ 
$ 
. .  
A 
. ' 
$ 
$ 
$ 9, 216 
2, 035 
2, 266 
3, 580 
1, 200 
B 
\ 
· TABLE I ( continued) 
Effect of P .!'Oject on O:peratins Costs 
Inereaee 
21 . Subcontracting 
22 .. Inventory 
23 . · Safety 
24 . Flexibility 
25 .  Other 
26 • .  Total 
27 • .  Net Increase in Revenue ( 9A·9B) 
28 . Net Decrease in Operating Cost ( 26B-26A) 
29 . ·· Next -Year Operating A vantage (27+28) 
B .  NON-OPERATING ADVANTAGE 
(USE ONLY IF THERE IS AN ENTRY 
IN LINE 4) 
30 • .  Next-Year Capital Consumption Avoided by Projec t :  
Decrease 
$18.§97 
$18, 297 
$18.297 
A Decline of Disposal Value During the Year 
B Next-Year Allocation of Capital Additions $ 4, 750.  
Total $ 4.750 
C .  TOI!AL ADVANTAGE 
31 . Total Next -Year Advantage From Project ( 29+30) $23,047 
.. 
TABLE I (continued) 
III . COMPUTATION OF MAP! URGE1CY RATING 
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32 . Total Next-Year Advantage After Income Tax (31-Tax) $11..523 
33 , MAP! CHART ALUMANCE FOR PROOll::T 
(Total of Column F, Below) 
(Enter Depreciable Assets Only) 
Installed Estimated Bstima.ted 
Item Cost of Service Terminal 
or Item or Life Salvage MAP! Chart 
Group Group (Years ) (Percent Chart Percent-
·of Cost ) Number 
A B c -� 
1 $581 080 15 50 Per 1 
Cent 
34 1 Amount Available For Return On Investment 
(32-33) 
35 · MAPI URGENCY RATING (34 +5)  I 100 
age 
E �· 
1 .70 
'l'Ol'AL 
Chart 
Percent· 
agt.· 
x Cost 
(E x A) 
F 
$990 . 00 
• wo.oo 
. $10.5331 
4 37 
.. 
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· c emment and Recommend ation. It is imperative that this new 
equipment should be purchased or the old one shoul0. b e  rebuilt. The 
purcha se of the new equipment facil it ates many more advantages than 
the old equipment. Thirty- seven per c ent return on investment more 
than j us tifies the purchase of the equipment • 
CHAPrER IV 
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVEE BY VARIOUS MEn'HODS 
In order to compare the rate of return obtained from the MAPI 
System with the other methods of obtaining the rate of return, the 
example illustrated in the previous chapter for the MAP! System is 
chosen . The data for all the examples are given in the Table II, 
page 4o .  The assumptions made are given in each case and the results 
are shown in the Table VIII, page 50 . 
ACCOUNTING METHOD 
This method has been in practice a long time . The. rate of 
return is calculated by dividing the after -tax savings by the in­
vestment required to install the project . This method gives the 
same weight to cash rece ipts in the last year as in the first year . 
This method does not take into consideration the time value of 
money . Because it ignores interest rates and considers the dis ­
tant earnings equal to their present worth, ( 30 )  the rate of return 
obtained from this method is not exact . This is also called the 
apparent rate of return . 
Assuming the data given in the Table II , page 401 the rate of 
return is calculated in the Table III, page 41 by dividing the 
annual savings of eeven thouaand three hundred and one dollars by 
the required investment of fifty-seven thousand one hundred and 
sixty-six dollars .  This calculation yields a rate of return of 
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TABLE II 
DATA FOR ALL CASES 
Details 
Present value (P) 
Life in years (n) 
Salvage value (L) 
Corporate income-tax rate 
Before tax annual savings* 
obtained by installing the 
new machine 
Direct labor 
Indirect labor 
Fringe bene:fi ts 
Maintenance 
Scrap and rework 
Total 
$9, 216 
2,035 
2,266 
3, 500 
1,200 
$18,297 
Present 
Equipnent 
$5, 000 
5 
0 
40 
Proposed 
Equii1J1ent 
$57, 166 
15 
$28, 583 
5� 
*These savings decrease at $800 per year due to increases in scrap, 
rework, maintenance, and :fringe bene:fi ts . 
·-
TABLE III 
ACCOUNTIOO METHOD PROBLEM 
Description 
. . . . . . .  . . 
. . 
. 
Investment required 
Salvage value 
(P) 
(L) 
Average annual savings 
Ann� l savings in the first year 
Annual savings in fifteenth ye ar 
Average annua l savi ngs 
Life of the equipment ( n) 
S trai ght� line depreciation (�) 
n 
Average taxable income 
Tax at 50 per cent 
Average after tax annual savings 
Rate of return R/P 
Calculations 
• $18, 297 
• 7.097 
• 15 years 
• 28,583 
15 
• $12, 697•1,906 
. 50xl0, 791 
(R) = $12, 697-5, 396 
• ·�-o .128 
57, 1 
41 
Amount 
::r $57, 166 
= 28, 583 
• 12, 697 
II 1, 906 
• 10, 791 
• 5, 396 
= 7, 301 
ll 12 .� 
12 .8 per cent, favoring the replacement of the old machine, ( the 
minimum attractive return of the company being 10 per cent ) . 
PAYBACK MF:l'HOD 
The Payback Method figures out the period of years within 
which the investment would be repaid . ( 30 )  It is obtained by 
dividing the investment required to install the project by the 
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after-tax savings from the project . This method does not yield the 
rate of return. This is the reciprocal of the Accounting Metho�. 
The Payback Method also does not take into consideration the time 
value of money • 
. According to the data given in Table II, page 4o , and Table III, 
page 41 , the payback years are calculated in the Table rl, page 43 
by dividing the investment of fifty-seven thousand one hundred and 
. 
sixty-six dollars by the annual savings of seven thousand three 
hundred and one dollars . This calculation yields the payback of the 
investment in 7.8 years . 
ANNUAL COOT MEI'HOD 
The disadvantage of the above mentioned methods is rectified 
in the uniform Annual Cost Method. In this method, all values 
which are not already in the form of annual payments and receipts 
are brought to the present worth and their sums are then spread 
throughout the life of the equipnent in uniform annual payments. 
Costs such as maintenance, taxes and insurance are already in the 
TABLE IV 
PAYBACK METHOD PROBLEM 
Description 
Investment required 
After-tax return 
( obtained from Table III) 
Payback years 
Investment 
Average annual savings 
• 57,166 
7, 301 
Amount 
• $57, 166 
= 7, 301 
= 7•-8 Years 
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form of uni form annual c ost terms and can be added to the other 
costs after the latter have been converted to uniform annual costs . 
The depreci ati on amount is determined by taking into consider­
ati on both the useful life of the equipment and the desi red i nter­
est rate, with the help of i nterest tables. ( 17) It consists of 
an uniform annual amount whi ch is deposited to ear n compound inter­
es t so that the deposit and the i nterest together will accumulate 
suffi cient funds at the end of the service life of the equipment. 
The annual cost of operating both the old and the new equipment is 
calculated, and the one which ope rates at a lesser expe nditur e is 
considered the b etter one. 
According to the data gi ven in the Table II, and assumi ng an 
interest rate of 8 pe r  cent on the capital, t he before-tax annual 
savings are calculated i n  t�e Tab le V, page 45 as nine thousand 
four · hundred and fifty-two dollars . These savings are reduced b y  
the income tax of four thousand seven hundred and twenty-s i x  dollars, 
( 50 pe r  cent of nine thousa nd four hundred and fi fty- two dollars) . 
On this b asi s, the new machine should result i n  an annual savi ngs of 
four thous and seven hundred and twenty-six dollars, favoring the re­
placement of the old machine • . 
RATE OF RE'!URN METHOD 
Another type of Cost. Madel is the Rate of Retur n. Method . 
Though this type of calculation has been used in mathemati cs of 
--.. 
• • •  4 ' .. . .. . .. 
. smU-ce of Expenee . .. .. . . . . . . . ..  
\ 
l3inking:�_f,.,und�...,tle .... po"V'\si t 
(P-L) - ( sff-i-n) 
at 8 ·pe� cent interest 
Return on investment 
p X i  
(money tie.d up in the 
machine or in the 
sinking fund) 
Equivalent annual savings 
by installing tl:le new 
machine or the relative 
cost for the ol� machine 
Total annual costs 
Before tax annual savings 
by installing the new 
machine 
TABLE V 
- - . ANNUAL COST METHOD' �OBLEM 
Present Machine 
( 5ooO-o) ( sff- .o8�5)  
5000 X 0 . 17046 : $ 852 
5000 x o . o8  a 4oo 
13,825 
$15, 077 
Proposed Machine 
( 57, 166-28, 583 )  ( sff- .o8-15 ) 
28, 583 X 0 .03683 • $1, 052 
57, 166 x o .o8 • 4, 573 
- - -
$5 , 625 
• �9, 452 
.;:­
\}1 
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finance for a long time, it has been used increasingly in industry 
only since 1950. This method possesses various names such as the 
Discounted Cash Flow Method, Investor 's .Method and Profitability 
Index . ( 5, p .  118) 
In stipulating the required calculations, this method requires 
the total investment, the annual benefit from the project, the use-
fU1 life of the equipment and the income-tax rate . · The model is 
set up using all income (positive) and disbursements (negative) , 
and reducing the total of their present worth to . zero . Since the 
. ,  
interest or rate of return is to be found, the corresponding factors 
are introduced in the formula as unknowns � After the . equation has 
.. .  
been established, the exact interest rate is calculated by trial 
and error procedure .  When an interest rate makes the equation eq.ual 
to zero, it represents the interest rate or the rate of return on 
investment . If a particular interest rate lies between two inter-
est rates, straight-line interpolation is satisfactory . 
According to the data given in the Table II, page 40, the 
Table VI, page 47, shows the total cash inflow and outflow for the 
invested amount . An amount of fifty-seven thousand one hundred and 
sixty-six dollars is invested in the beginning of the first year or 
at zero year . The straight-line depreciation amount is obtained 
fr� the Table III, page 41. The exact rate of return can be 
calculated by interpolating between the present worth interest rates 
Years 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Total 
TABLE VI 
CALCULATION OF RATE OF -RETURN 
Savings 
before Depre - Taxable 
Income -tax c i�tion Income 
A B c 
A �  B 
-57, 166 
18, 297 -1, 906 16, 391 
17, 497 -1, 906 15, 591 
16, 697 -1, 906 14, 791 
15, 897 -1, 906 13 , 991 
15, 087 -1, 906 13 , 191 
14, 297 -1, 906 12 , 391 
13 , 497 -1, 906 11, 591 
12, 697 -1, 906 10, 791 
11, 897 -1, 906 9, 991 
11, 097 -1, 906 9, 191 
10, 297 -1, 906 8, 391 
9, 497 -1, 9o6 7, 591 
8, 697 -1, 906 6, 791 
7, 897 -1, 906 5, 991 
7, 097 -1, 906 5, 191 
Total cash 
Income -tax Flow-back 
at 5rf1, After-tax 
D --�!------
-o.so.c A .; D 
-57, 166 
-8, 196 10, 101 
-7, 796 9, 701 
-7, 396 9, 301 
-6, 996 
-6, 596 
8 , 901 
8, 501 
-6, 196 8, 101 
-5 , 796 7, 701 
-5 , 396 7, 301 
-4, 996 6, 901 
-4, 596 6, 501 
-4, 196 6, 101 
-3, 796 5 , 701 
-3, 396 5, 301 
-2, 996 4, 901 
-2, 596 4, 501 
Trial Interest Rates 
Present Present 
prt' 1 worth pwf' 1 worth 
, l.x ·F G l!L :lt G 
8 lof  1 "12$ "  
1 . 000 -57, 166 1 . 000 - 57, 166 
- 9091 9, 182 .8929 
.8264 8, 016 - 7972 
- 7513 6, 988 . 7118 
. 6830 6, 019 . 6355 
.6209 5, 278 . 5674 
. 5645 4, 573 . 5066 
. 5132 3, 952 . 4523 
.4665 3 , 4o6 .4o39 
. 4241 2, 927 . 36o6 
. 3855 2, 506 -3220 
- 3505 2, 138 . 2875 
. 3186 1, 816 .2 567 
.2897 1, 536 .2292 
. 2633 1, 290 . 2046 
. 2394 1, 078 . 1827 
$3, 599 
. . . . . • ' • • • • • e -
9, 091 
7, 733 
6, 620 
5, 657 
4, 823 
4, 104 
3 , 483 
2, 949 
2, 488 
2, 094 
1, 754 
1, 463 
1, 215 
1, 003 
822 
-1, 939 
4 • • • 
---- -- - -- �- --- -- -- ----------- -- -�- ----� . +="" 
-..:j 
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TABLE VII 
CASH-FLOW OF AMOUNT IN RATE OF RE'IDRN METHOD 
A B c D 
Interest Due Total Money Money Owed 
End ( 11 .2$ of money Owed Before After 
of owed at start Year-End Year -End Year -End 
Year of year) Payment Payment Payment 
Previous D x.112� Previous D+A B ·..; c· · · · · 
· 
0 571 166 
1 6, 440 63 , 606 10, 101 53, 505 
2 6 ,030 59, 535 9 ,701 49, 834 
3 5, 620 55 , 454 9, 301 46, 153 
4 5, 200 51, 353 8, 901 42, 452 
5 4., 780 47, 232 8, 501 38, 731 
6 4, 365 43, 096 8, 101 34, 995 
7 3 , 940 38, 935 7, 701 31, 234 
8 3 , 515 34, 749 7, 301 27, 448 
9 3 , 090 30, 538 6, 901 23, 637 
10 2, 660 26, 297 6, 501 19,796 
11 2, 225 22, 021 6, 101 15 , 920 
12 1, 790 17, 710 5, 7Cill 12,009 
13 1, 350 13, 359 5 , 301 8, 058 
14 897 8, 955 4, 901 4, 054 
15 447 4, 501 4, 501 
to find the discount rate that causes the cash flow back to equal 
fifty-seven thousand one hundred . and sixty-six dollars .  
Therefore , the rate of return • 10+ 3399 X 2 
5530 
• 11 .26 per cent 
Table VII1 page 48 ,  shows that at 11 .26 per cent rate of return, 
the total cash inflow and outflow is equal to zero . 
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TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OBTAINED BY ALL METHO:OO 
S .  No . Method Result 
1 Accounting Method Rate of Beturn = ' 12 .P/p 
2 Payback Method Yeare to recover : 7 .8 
investme;nt ' 
$4, 726 3 Armual Cost Method Armua.l Savings = 
4 Rate of Return Method Rate of Return • 11 .2ffip 
5 MA.PI Method ���e.ncY: .Rat�� : 3.,;, 
CHAP.rER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The tabulated results at the end of the previous chapter 
(Table VIII, page 50 )  would lead to a decision to install the , new 
machine in all the cases if the company ' s  marginal return were 
10 per cent • .  The table did not present the same answers for the 
various methods ,  . even though the same problem was carried out in 
all cases . , This · chapter evaluates the pros and cone of each of the 
methods considered in this thesis . 
Accounting M@thod and Payback Method 
The Accounting Method showed a slightly higher · rate of re­
turn than the Rate of Return Method . In spite of the fact that the 
method was easy to follow and calculate, it lacked in many · as�cts . 
It neglected the time value of money and treated equally the earn­
ings in the first year ' s  life of the equipnent as well as the earn· 
ings at the end of the fifteen years . The reeulte obtained by this 
method were, therefore, not accurate for even though the answer 
they gave was near that of the Rate of Return Method, the proximity 
is coincidental • .  Since the Payback Method also suffered the same 
sort of discrepency, it did not yield a reliable result either . 
Annual Cost Method 
The Annual C ost Method presented only the anmual coat of 
51 
maintaining .each alternative . The result did not provide a 
definite measure of benefit obtained from the project • 
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. In this method, either the salvage value of the old machine can 
be deducted from the investment made or it can be dealt with separate -
ly .  ( 5 , P· 379) 
In either way, the difference between the annual costs will be 
the same . However, the analyst should be careful not to count the 
salvage value of the old machine twice .  This method is · sensitive to 
changes in the assumed rate of return . It occasionally happens in 
this method that when the rate of retun is changed, the dec ision 
also changes . 
Rate of Return Method 
This method was able to accommodate all types of ·depreciat­
ion methods, earnings patterns, and obsolescence . This method 
yields the same r·ate of return regardless of the debt/equity ratio; 
no provision is made for this ratio . These factors compel. the 
analyst to predict the exact future earnings . While com:pa.r·ins more 
than two alternatives, the analyat may be misguided if he has not 
performed all relevent calculations . When the rate of return on 
extra investment is calculated, the answer obt�ined should exceed 
the minimum return to warrant affirmative decision . ( 5, pp. 216-217) 
MAPI Method 
The MAPI Method may be considered as a variation of the 
Annual Cost Method . The formula assumee the cost of money. It 
calculates an Urgency Rating by dividing the first year after tax 
annual savings by the net investment required by the project . 
These calculations relate to the incremental analysis since the 
return is calculated on the extra investment ( Net Investment) . 
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The Urgency Rating is not equivale nt to t� rate of return, but it 
is a number· representing the degree of urgency of the ne w  project .  
The MAPI Me thod also guides the analyst with suitable charts and 
tables. In spite of its advantages, it is restricted in its appli­
ca41 ons because of the standardized forms and charts with the built 
in assumptions such as fixed debt/equity ratio, interest rate on 
borrowed ,c apital, etc . The depreciation methods provided may not 
' 
cover all cases . 
From the above discussion it may hardly be possible to de-. 
cide which one is the better method . Be cause of the inherent 
shortcomings involved in the Accounting Method and in the Payback 
Me thod, which are not competent to provide a reliable answer . 
I 
' 
The other three methods are theoretically correct for the assumpt-
ion made and will be evaluated in the remaining part of the dis-
cuss ion . 
The characteristics of a method for making good decisions 
are grouped in Appendix A, page 64 and the relative merits of each 
of the gr oups listed is rated there . The Annual Cost Me thod, the 
Rate of Retur n Method and the MAPI Me thod are compared individually 
with the characteristics . The extent to which they meet the re­
quirements is als o evaluated in Appe ndix A, page 64 . .. The method 
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which scores the maximum number of pointE! will be c;:onsidered the 
better one • .  The Table IX, page 55 shows the summary of evaluation 
:performed . · The MA.PI Method scores the maximum number of points . 
The following discussion deals with same of the assumptions 
made in calculating the return . 
Deducting the Salvage Value of the Present Jguipment from the 
Investment Beauired ;f'or the Proposed Project 
Ded�ng the salvage value from the net investment does not 
make aey difference in comparing the annual cost of alternatives . 
( 5, p.  379 ) While calculating the return, the value of the 
denominator in the formula given below, decreases .  This decrease 
causes an increase in the rate � return and hence the urgency of 
J 
the project leads to the early replacment of the old equipment • 
. In addition to this, Terbor·gh deducts the capital additions l::e­
quired for the old project in absence of the new project, ( from 
the investment required for installing the new project) . He in· 
eludes the capital consumptions avoided by the project while cal-
culating the annual savings . These ass�ions have the effect of 
. 
increasing the numerator and decreasing the denominator in the 
:formula, 
Return � Apnual Savings 
· Investment 
and recommend the early replacement of the equipment . 
cept ia illustrated by examples in Ap:pendix B, page 77 . 
This con-
'· 
.. 
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TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS 
Annual Rate of 
Coat Return MA.PI 
Item Method Method Method 
' . .  ' . . .  \ . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .  
A .  Flexibility 29 31 29 
� .  Simple and Reliable· 20 20 23 
c .  Account for All Coats 20 20 20 
D. Value of Money 12 13 14 
E .  Nature of Earnings "8 
- � "8 -
Totals 89 92 94 
· · : � : : : t � ! ! : ! t : : � : : � : : �  
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c·alc\ila't1on of the Next .. Year Return MAPI . Methgd 
Once the re placement is made, it is ordinarily �ot ne cessary 
to check the rate of return every year. Whenever the analyst feels 
the necessity for checking, he c an do so. One more realis tic point 
should be noted here. The rate of return calculated in the other 
· methods was the same throughout the life of the equipne nt. Since 
the rate of return depe nds on many factors , it is more realistic 
to consider it year by year. Calculating the rate of return every 
. year enables the analyst to write off any amount whenever ne cessary. 
Otherwise, the analyst may regre t his neglect after it is too late 
to reme dy the situation. 
. . . .  
CHAPrER VI 
C OH::WSIONS AND �OMMENDATIONS 
c·onclus foris 
From the above discussion it may be concluded that the MAP! 
Method is better than the other methods . This study evaluated the 
methods as suming the character istics of a good formula . From 
Table IX, page 55,  it is clear that there is little difference be ­
tween the scores of the MI\PI Method and that of the Rate of Re ­
turn Method . The MAP! Method was superior in its s implic ity and 
guidance to the analyst, whereas the Rate of Return Method was 
superior in its flexibility .  In evaluating solutions to nan­
formula problems , Terborgh has also followed the same principle of 
rate of return . Since the Annual Cost Method did not present the 
exact measure of benefit, there was difficulty in making dec isions . 
Howeve r ,  if the merit ratings of the fiv� characteristics 
were changed, one might reach some other conclusion because of the 
close tie between the scores of the MAP! Method and the Rate of 
Return Method . The ratings were also done strictly according to 
the author ' s  opinion . 
It is suggested that a complete book should be published on 
the Rate of Return Method, systematically describing all the steps 
to be per formed in replacement analys is , with convenient charts, 
forms and tables . In such a book, the author of this study believes 
that the Rate of Return Method would prove to be very useful to 
industry . 
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Re·c-oi:rin:ierida ti oris 
The following recommendations for more flexibility and use­
fulness of the MAP! Method grew out of this study: 
1 .  Two more projection patterns might be increased 
as follows . 
a .  One fourth run off during the first half 
of the life of the equipment . 
b .  Three -fourths run off during the first half 
of the life of the equipment . 
2. Sinking fund tax depreciation might also be in­
corporated in the charts . 
3. The interest rate on debt might be increased . 
4 .  A separate line might be provided to meet the 
inflation effects . 
5. In the MA.PI Charts , for calculating the capital 
consumption allowances , two more curves might be 
added with salvage ratios 6o and 70 per cent . 
6. The a�sumptions made in the method might be ex­
hibited near the MAP! Charts or in some place 
more significant to the reader . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
For evaluating the three methods , five characteristics 
of a good formula or method for making decisions are listed below: 
I .  The method must be able to accommodate various 
types of earnings . patterns , such as these listed 
in Table XVII . 
II . The method should be flexible and suitable for 
various types of problems , such as those mentioned 
in Table XIII • 
. III . The method should take into account the value of 
money as indicated in Table XVI . 
IV .  The method should be simple and reliable s o  as to 
satisf,y the conditions listed in Table XIV . 
V. The method should account for all costs such as 
those shown in Table XV .  
�These criteria were entered in the Evaluation Work Sheet, 
Table X,  and there also relative ranking was recorded . If the 
criteria at the row was considered as better than at the col�, 
a (X) s ign entered to the corresponding square . otherwise (0) 
eign was recorded in the corresponding square . The total numb� 
of points scored' by each criteria were listed and ranked as 
A, B, C, D and E as shown 
I .  0---------·E 
t II . 2----------c 
III . 1- - - - - - - - - -D 
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I 
IV .  3----·-····B 
v .  4----------A 
Table XI shows the merit of two o� more combined criteria 
in relation to the merit of a single criteria . The appropriate 
marks were made, as shown :  greater merit (yes), lener merit (no) , 
or equal merit (equal ) . 
Based on these assumptions made in Table XI, relative merit 
ratings were performed in Table XII . C olumn C shows the adjusted 
importance ratings of each criteria . Each criteria contains a 
number of facts . The relative merit of each fact was calculated . 
The extent to which each method meets the requirement was evaluated 
and points were allotted accordingly for each fact . The points 
were added and found the total score for each criteria, for each 
method . These scores were summarized in Table IX .  
The items cam:r;:e.red in these Tables and the point ratings for 
each are those of the author . The comments do not cover all factors 
considered in making the ratings . 
I 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
:�1 
TABLE X 
EVALUATION WORK SHEET 
II III 
X X 
0 
66 
v 
X X 
X X 
·x X 
X 
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TABLE XI 
CRITERIA COMPAB�SON SHEET 
. . . 
Decilsion · · ·Decfafori · · . .  
.N:\.llli"Qe.� . . . . . . C ompsrison Yes . . . J(o . .  . Jt\uAA . 
1 A "') (B+C) X • 
2 A ) (B+D) X 
3 A ) (B+E) X 
4 · A ) (C-+D) X 
5 A ) ( C+E) X 
6 A ) ( B:+C-+D ) X 
7 A )  ( c-tD )  X 
8 B > (c+E) X 
9 B ) (D+E) X 
10 c ) (D+E) X 
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TABLE XII 
CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT SHEET 
A B c 
Initial Importance Rating Adjusted 
Important Revision Importance 
Criteria Ratings 1 2 3 ratings 
A Flexibility 6o 
, . 
65 65 8o 33 
B Simple & Reliable 40 40 4o 6o 25 
C' Costs 30 30 35 50 20 
D Value of Money 25 20 30 30 13 
E Earnings 20 15 20 20 9 
TABLE XIII 
EVALUATION OF METHODS FLEXIBILITY 
Anat.al Rate of 
Description Cost Method Pts .  Beturn Method 
(Each item counts 3 
points) 
Equipment replace Can be done 3 Can be clone 
decisions 
Post- audit of pro- Can not be made 3 Can be made 
jects 
Leaae vs . purcbase can b8 clone 3 can be done 
Costly equipment can be considered 3 can be considered 
with low mainte-
nance cost vs • 
. cheap equipment 
with high maint-
enance cost . 
Comparing various · Can be done 3 When comparing 
alternatives at more than two al-
the same time ternative s the 
analyst should be 
careful 
Pta .  MAPI Method 
3 Can be done 
3 Can be made 
3 can be doue 
3 can be conaidered 
3 Can be clone 
Pt s .  
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0. 
\Q 
� 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
.ADDual Rate of 
Description Cost Method Pt a .  S.turn *thod 
Allowing for capital Can be done • 3 Interest rate must 
additions and deduct- be assumed and cap-
ions at any time ital changes brouaht 
te tba ure year 
Aay valua can il Conalderina w1• 3 Aay ·raala caa be 
range of salvage be consider.ed considerlad 
values 
Cou14er1na v141e Aay value can 3 Aay r&np can be 
range of life of be considered considered 
the project in 
zur• · 
Various combinations can be consider· 3 Can be made 
of debt/equity ed 
ratios 
Gi viDS an&W�ar wbatJ:ler Left to the �lyat 2 Left to tbe aualyst 
it pays to postpone 
tbe project for some 
tt. 
Consideration of in- Not considered 3 Can be considered 
crement analysis 
Total 29 
Pta .  MAPI Method 
2 Method is aug-
gested , neglec�-
ins tbe �nte�est 
· rate 
3 8Ukf.ct:•• bet· 
ween zero to 50 
per cent salvage 
ratio 
. 3  Baatr1cta4 ; only 
up to fifty years 
can be considered 
3 Fi�d 25 per cent 
debt ratio 
2 Can give the an-
swer 
I 3 The method itse l f  
yields the incre-
mental return 
31 
Pta .  
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
29 
'-I 
0 
Description 
(Bach item counts 4 
points) 
Clearly stated 
assumptions 
Conaistaocy in raak-
ina projects 
Guidance to the 
analyst 
Tables and charts 
in the method 
easy to use 
TABLE XIV 
EVALUATION OF METWDS : SIMPLE AND RELIABLE 
Annual Rate of 
Cost Hetbod Pta . Return Hethocl Pta . 
There are not 4 Assumptions are 4 
many assumptions statee 
When the interest 3 Ranks consist- 4 
rate sometimes is antly 
changed the tJeci-
sion may c .... e 
No guidaDce to the 2 llo I i1Ji4anee for 3 
J 
analyst ; it is left evaluatina in-
to the analyst to tan&ibles 
find 
Interest tables 3 Interest tables 3 
can be used - can be used -
Ready made charts No ready made 
are not provided charts are aiven 
MAPI Method 
Assumptions are 
statee 
Ranks consist-
antly 
MAPI form serves 
this purpose 
Charts are given 
Pta .  
4 
4 
4 
4 
"' 
....... 
Descrip.tion 
Decisions related to 
management policies 
Buy to UD4erata1W 
and calcUlate re­
sults 
Total 
TABLE nv (eontinue•> 
Annual 
Cost Method Pta .  
It does not &ive 4 
the true meas-
ure of dvantage 
as rate of re-
turn 
Bate of 
Return Method 
It give s tbe 
rate of return 
Pta .  MAPI Method 
4 It gives only 
relative , rate 
of return 
Pt s .  
4 
-- --�- -�� -- -� --��-- ---�-�-�� , 
Buy to calculate 4 Lot of calcula- 2 �•Y t:o calcu- 3 
and follow tiona are in- late - Dlffi-
20 
volve• -Computer cult to un.&er-
can· help here s,tan4 the theory 
. 20 23 
...... 
N 
De•cription 
(Bach item counts _4 
points )  
Depreciation methods 
Obeoleecencee pose-
ith.e 
Deterioration. war 
ancl tear 
Maintenance cost 
Direc t and indirect 
labor costs 
Total 
TABLE XV 
EVALUATION OF METHODS : ACCOUNTING ALL COSTS 
Annual bte of 
Cost Metho4 Pts . Ret.urn Method Pts .  
... 
Any method can 4 Any metho4 can be 4 
be use4 usee 
Can be pradicte4 4 Can be acc0111110- 4 
by the analy•t dated 
and incorporate4 
in calclJlatio�s 
Can be taken care 4 Can be ace-- 4 
of 4atad 
Can . .  be included - 4 Can be included 4 
Can be included 4 Can be includecl 4 
. 20 20 
KAPI Method Pta .  
Only three methods 4 
can be usetl 
Are accommodated 4 
Are taken care 4 
Can be inclucled 4 
Can be inclutleo 4 
20 
...., 
w 
Description 
(Each itam counts 2 
points) 
Present and proposed 
investments 
Proposee salvages 
Interest rate paid on 
borrowee capital 
Income an4 property 
taxes , and insur-
ance charges 
Required return on 
inve stment 
TABLE XVI 
EVALUATION OF METHODS : VALUE OF MONEY 
Annual Rate of 
Cost Method Pta .  Return Metboe 
Considered 2 Consiured 
Consicierecl 2 Considered 
Any value can 2 Any value can 
be ass\DI!d be assumed 
Considered 2 Consiuree 
Any value can 2 Tbe metboe yieles 
be assumed tbe rate of return 
Pt a .  MAP! Metho·d 
2 Considere4 
2 Cons14ered 
1 Jl is assumed in 
buildina the 
formula 
2 Conaideree 
2 8 . 25l capital i-
zation rate is 
assumed 
Pt a .  
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
...... 
� 
TABLE XVI (continued) 
•nm•al Bate of 
De��eriptlon Cost lletbod fts . Return Method 
· Bffeet of inflation ·Left to tbe 1 Left to tbe analyst ; 
on tbe capital · 1Dvest- analyst . _ it can be taken in-
etl to account 
Bffeet of break in Bot conaiMretl ;- 1 Solution is suaaest-
periotl alMl led analyst can ed 
times ass11111e if it is 
neeMti 
Total 12 
Pts . MAPI Method 
2 Considereo in 
special pro:.. 
blems 
2 Solution is :-• 
sugestec 
13 
Pta .  
2 
2 
14 
. ...., 
Vt 
TABLE XVII 
EVALUATION OF METHODS : EARNING PATrERNS 
Description 
(Each item counts 2 
point& )  
Increase in earnings 
Decrease in earnings 
Irregular earnings . ,, 
Annual 
Cost Method 
Can be accom­
modated 
Can be accom­
modated 
Can be accom­
mociated 
Earnings in the form Left to analyst 
of probabil ity state -
ments 
Mixed sources of in- Can be accommo-
. come dated 
Total 
Pts . 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
8 
Rate of 
Return Method 
Can be accom­
mouted 
can be accom­
modat•d 
Can be accom­
modated 
Nothing is suu­
ested 
qa� be accommo­
uted 
Pt s .  MAPI Me thod 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
8 
Can be accom­
modated 
Can be accom­
modated 
Can be accom­
modated 
Nothing is sugg­
ested 
Can be accdano­
dated 
Pts . 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
8 
...... 
0\ 
: 
\ 
APPENDIX B 
The · sa.n!e problem il!l done in various methods in order to com-
pare the anewers with the :Mf\PI Method . These probleme explain l!ltep 
by �tep how the rate of return is increased in each case . (See Table II) 
1 .  Considering the first year annual saving5 alone , the 
first year percentage return from the project can be 
calculated .  
The first year savings 
Investment 
The first year return 
• 
= 
.. 
$10,'101 
57, 166 
17 .8� 
10,101 = . 178 
57, 166 
2 .  Considering the salvage value of the present equipmerJ.t 
also, the return on net investment can be calculated for 
the next year . 
The first year savings - $10, 101 
Net investment - 52, 166 
Investment - $57, 166 
Salvage · :21000 
$52�166 
The first year return - 19 .4� 
= 101101 = . 194 
52, i66 
77 
78 
3 ·  . In addition to the salvage value the capital additions 
required in absence of the project can also be taken 
into consideration and the next year return can be 
calculated . 
The first year savings 
Net investment 
Investment • 57, 166 
Salvage $5 , 000 
Capital additions 
required 23.6oO 
$57, 166 28, 6oo 
Net investment $28, 566 
.$10, 101 
- 28, 566 
The first year return • 35 · 5� 
- 10,101 • •  355 
28, 566 
